BOB CATES’ COMEDY ACT
DEFINES VARIETY.

THE SHOW WAS DEFINITELY
ENJOYED BY ALL AND TALKED
ABOUT FOR DAYS!
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PURE FUN
ENTERTAINMENT!

HI, AND NICE TO E-MEET YOU!
Thanks for taking the time to read through our press kit to get a
better idea of how Comedy in Motion can help take your
corporate or special event to the next level.
We’ve all been to meetings and events where the MC, speaker,
or worse yet, the performer, has dragged on or bombed.
We understand how important it is to make sure you get a
performer who can really connect with and impress your
audience. We want to make you look good, and get a pat on the
back for a job well done! At the end of the day, not only should
our show receive a standing ovation, but you should too, for
being the one to find and book us! We want you to be 100%
confident in your decision.
Having made a living for over 25 years performing at special
events around the world, I can confidently say that our clients
benefit from having our show at their event in the following ways:

#1 Memorability—The Comedy in Motion show has several
routines and bits that are not performed by any other act in
the world. I just spoke with a previous client on the phone
this morning—a pharmaceutical company—who said their
people still talk about our performance from 2 years ago!
Why not make a lasting memory?

#2 The Fun Factor—There are many different kinds of
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entertainment that your company could spend their hard
earned dollars on: music (can be tricky to find something
everyone likes), spectacle (like a cirque troupe dangling
from the ceiling—cool to see but not very personal) or a
game show (but how many people really want to get up on
stage in front of their peers and be their own entertainment?).
When it comes right down to it, people really just want to
have fun. The Comedy in Motion show combines a perfect
blend of comedy, spectacle, interaction and music so
that everyone has a blast, laughs a lot and leaves with a
smile on their face.

#3 Bringing People Together—Many events bring people
together from various parts of the company that don’t
normally interact and it can take quite a bit to break the ice.
There’s nothing like shared laughter to bring the group
together, break down walls and create a shared memory.
We’ve heard it time and time again from our clients: “How on
earth are we going to top this next year?” Let us help you.
We look forward to working together to help make your event a
success!
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“IT’S VERY MUCH A TEAM ACT
AND WE ARE PROUD TO BE
RECOGNISED IN THIS WAY BY
THE CANADIAN COMEDY
AWARDS.”

Bob was also twice nominated Best One Man Show at the Canadian Comedy Awards and
nominated for Entertainer of the Year four times including the 2007, 2008, 2009 & 2010
Canadian Event Industry Awards. The Molson Canadian FEO Awards
twice awarded him Best Entertainer of the Year.
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Comedy in Motion – Entertainer of the Year
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Bob Cates, is an award-winning
clean comedian and variety artist that
has been making people laugh for
over 25 years. Assisted by his wife Jane,
the duo perform their show at corporate
dinners, banquets and gala special
events, as well as headline on cruise
ships. As a former Canadian Juggling
Champion, Bob doesn’t just tickle the
audience’s funny bone as he jokes all the
way through the show, he makes sure
they see some seriously
amazing tricks as well.
The show includes advanced juggling,
wild unicycling and balancing skills,
black light and laser effects, Chinese
Yo Yo manipulation, illusion, and an
insane 24 plate spinning finale (using
real, breakable plates) that you will
remember for a long long time.
The Cates are a few of the only
performers left in North America
performing authentic plate spinning
—their signature piece.
Overall, the show is very fast-paced,
highly interactive, squeaky clean and
uses situational comedy and
advanced skills to keep audience
members of all ages on the edge of their
seats right to the very end.

THE COMEDY IN MOTION SHOW IS
LIKE A CROSS BETWEEN JERRY
SEINFELD AND CIRQUE DU SOLIEL,
AND INVOLVES A GREAT DEAL OF
PHYSICAL SKILL WHICH HAS
TAKEN YEARS TO HONE.
A Great Audience Shared Memory
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Bob Cates is based out of
Toronto, Canada but his thousands
of successful shows have taken him
all over the world.
He keeps audiences laughing
with comedy routines involving
advanced juggling, wild unicycling
and balancing skills, magic, black
light, lasers, and an insane 24 real
plate spinning finale that has
to be seen to be believed.
If you’re looking for a clean comedian
with amazing juggliing and
entertainment skills for your event,
look no further!

Comedy in Motion
is frequently
booked for:
Conventions
Corporate events
Cruise Ships
Galas
Banquets
Awards dinners
Conferences
Appreciation Events
Youth Conferences
Churches
Faith-Based Events
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“The most entertaining show I have ever seen,
hands down!”

“Bob is so funny!”

“It makes you feel good!”

“Unbelievable! Never a dry moment!”

“The best I’ve even seen!”

National Canadian Entertainer of the Year
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“

The show was entertaining and hilarious, an absolute hit. . . .
Everyone loved that the show was interactive including
audience remembers, showing our fellow colleagues in a
different light when put on the spot . . . a crowd pleaser . . .
polished, clean and captivating. There was great variety to
make everyone smile and it built up the energy up in the room.
I would recommend this show to anyone . . . looking for great
entertainment for corporate functions.”
—Krystle O’Brien
Leadership & Development Specialist

“

Your performance was perfect! Between your jokes, juggling,
lights, music and plate spinning, you kept the crowd of
500 employees captivated for the entire evening. In our
conference-ending survey, your performance received
100% positive reviews from our employees, which is a
testament to your talent, skill and ability to interact and
connect with such a large crowd.”
—John Castillo
Public Relations Manager

“

I appreciated how you incorporated our love of rebar into your
show. You juggled them very well and it was quite the pleasant
surprise with the crowd. The show was definitely enjoyed
by all and talked about for days. I appreciate how easy it
was to work with you. You were very organized, punctual and
certainly felt at ease through the preparation and through
the event.”
—Lauri-Anne Fortin
Manager

“

I wanted to make sure I got a high quality performer. Bob did
not disappoint, in fact he exceeded my expectations and that
of the audience. The audience was engaged and awestruck
from the time Bob hit the stage. A few of them even got to
participate in the act. He received a standing ovation at the
end of his show. Bob has a very unique act that is suitable for
all audiences. He combines his natural comedic humor
with amazing hand/eye coordination and incredible
balance. If you get the opportunity to see Bob, please do so.
You will be glad you did.”
—Terry McNally
Conference Coordinator

“

As an event planner, it can be difficult to find a
professional quality, entertaining show that will appeal
to a wide variety of people, but Bob’s show really
exceeded my expectations. Bob put on a show for a group
of golfers who had been on the links all day and then had
enjoyed a big meal. He was able to completely captivate them
with his skills and with his interactive comedy. Bob has a
great stage presence, and interacts with the audience in a
very effective way. The show itself is fast moving and
permeated by witty humor and amazing skill. Bob is more
than “just a juggler.” He is a professional entertainer who
physical skills and sheer talent are a perfect compliment to
his witty on-stage banter. . . . the show is innovative,
professional and truly entertaining, just what every event
planner is looking for!”
—Rudi Tomiczek
President

“
“

Bob performed for approximately 2,000 people over the
weekend and each show had the same “magic.” The goal
of our Christmas show is to provide a high calibre special
event for our workers and their families, and Bob certainly
helped us achieve our goal. Once again, we were both
satisfied, and amazed.”
—Sandi Fedorchuk-Hrynda

What a wonderfully entertaining performance you put on for
our staff! You have amazing skill and put everyone in awe of
the visual display they saw. I especially appreciate how you
made us all laugh greatly in a family friendly way and
without it being at the expense of any person. It was
totally enjoyable and our staff members are still talking
about it.”
—Henry DeKlerk
President, Grand Erie Home Hardware
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Thank you for your time! We look forward to working with you.
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